Abstract. We study waves-packets in nonlinear periodic media in arbitrary (d) spatial dimension, modeled by the cubic Gross-Pitaevskii equation. In the asymptotic setting of small and broad waves-packets with N P N carrier Bloch waves the effective equations for the envelopes are first order coupled mode equations (CMEs). We provide a rigorous justification of the effective equations. The estimate of the asymptotic error is carried out in an L 1 -norm in the Bloch variables. This translates to a supremum norm estimate in the physical variables. In order to investigate the existence of gap solitons of the d-dimensional CMEs, we discuss spectral gaps of the CMEs. For N " 4 and d " 2 a family of time harmonic gap solitons is constructed formally asymptotically and numerically. Moving gap solitons have not been found for d ą 1 and for the considered values of N due to the absence of a spectral gap in the standard moving frame variables.
Introduction
One of the intriguing properties of nonlinear dispersive equations is the possibility of coherent spatially localized waves. We study such waves in the form of waves-packets in periodic media of arbitrary dimension. There are two standard asymptotic scalings of such waves-packets: waves-packets with a single carrier Bloch wave and those with multiple (N ) carrier Bloch waves with different group velocities. In the former case the waves-packet propagates at a velocity asymptotically close to the carrier group velocity (v g ) and the waves-packet envelope can be (in generic situations) described by the constant coefficient nonlinear Schrödinger equation [4, 10, 7] . This is based on Taylor-expanding the band structure at the carrier wavevector to second order and using the moving frame variable with the velocity v g . In the latter case N carriers with the same temporal frequency ω 0 are used and the band structure is expanded only to first order producing a system of N first order amplitude equations for the N envelopes, so called coupled mode equations (CMEs) [2, 16, 10, 3, 6, 14] . In the one dimensional case the CMEs have a family of solitary waves parametrized by the velocity v P p´1, 1q (after a rescaling). As these solitary waves exist in the spectral gap of the CMEs, they are called gap solitons. In a special case (corresponding to an infinitesimal contrast in the periodicity in (1.1)) there is even an explicit gap soliton family. In the general case only numerical representations of gap solitons have been found [5, 6] . An important question is whether also in the higher dimensional (d-dimensional) CMEs such a family of gap solitons exists. These gap solitons would then approximate coherent waves-packets of the original model with a range of velocities in a d-dimensional interval and with frequencies asymptotically close to ω 0 . Such a tunability is interesting from a phenomenological as well as an applied point of view. 1 AND LISA WAHLERS 2 As a prototypical model we consider in this paper the d´dimensional periodic Gross-Pitaevskii equation with the cubic nonlinearity (1.1) iB t u`∆u´pV pxq`εW pxqqu´σpxq|u| 2 u " 0, x P R d , t P R, where V, σ P CpR d , Rq are 2πZ d´p eriodic, ε ą 0 is a small parameter, and
is a real periodic function specified in (A4) below. Precise regularity conditions on V and σ appear in (A5) and are needed for the justification of amplitude equations in Sec. 6. Our analysis can be carried over to other cubically nonlinear wave models with only small modifications. An example is the wave equation B 2 t u´∆u`pV pxq`εW pxqqu`σpxqu 3 " 0. Our formal asymptotic ansatz for an N´mode waves-packet solution to (1.1) is
A j pεx, εtqp j pxqe ipk pjq¨x´ω 0 tq , (1.2) where p j pxqe ipk pjq¨x´ω 0 tq , j " 1, . . . , N are the carrier Bloch waves, see Sec. 1.1. The functions p j pxq :" p n j px, k pjare eigenfunctions of the Bloch eigenvalue problem (1.7) and the wavevectors k pjq lie in the Brillouin zone B :" p´1 2 , corresponding to the 2πZ d periodicity. The asymptotic parameter ε in the ansatz is the same as the ε in equation (1.1). The role of the periodic perturbation εW of the linear potential is to provide for linear coupling among the modes. This is explained below and in more detail in Sec. 1.1. Note that if the periods of V and W are not commensurate, the potential V`εW is quasiperiodic. In our asymptotic result this aspect plays, however, no role.
Under assumptions (A1), (A2), and (A4) one can formally derive the following coupled mode equations (CMEs) for the envelopes A j , j " 1, . . . , N . For details see Sec. 1.1. In the three dimensional case CMEs have been formally derived in [3] as envelope equations for the Maxwell equations. In [9] the d´dimensional CMEs (1.3) have been analyzed. However, because the authors start with (1.1) with W " 0, the coupling coefficient matrix κ vanishes.
With κ " 0 there is no spectral gap of the linear part of CMEs because the dispersion relation of the CMEs is then given by the four hyperplanes K Þ Ñ v pjq g¨K , K P R d . No (exponentially) localized solitary waves of CMEs are thus expected with κ " 0. We show in Sec. 3 that at least for N " 4 there are κ ‰ 0 such that a spectral gap exists and standing solitary waves can be constructed.
One of the main contributions of the paper is a rigorous justification of (1.3) as valid amplitude equations for the waves-packets (1.2) in (1.1). In [9] such a justification was performed for W " 0. The authors work in the space H
Because of the loss of d{2 powers of ε when evaluating the L 2 pR d q norm of a function f pε¨q, the authors are forced to work with additional higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion of the waves-packet. In order to invert the linear operator near the concentration k-points of the new correction terms the authors of [9] impose a closed mode system condition (a condition on the terms generated by a repeated application of the nonlinearity on the ansatz). In our approach we work in an L 1 space in the Bloch variables similarly to [6] , where the one dimensional case was considered. The L 1 -approach for the justifictaion of coupled mode equations was used already in [16] and [14] , where the case of periodicity with an infinitesimal contrast (i.e. V " 0 in (1.1)) was considered and the analysis was carried out in Fourier variables. The one dimensional CMEs for the infinitesimal contrast were justified also in [10] with estimates in Sobolev norms. In [6] the one dimensional case with V ‰ 0 is treated and Bloch variables are needed -similarly to the current paper. By an analog of the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma we can estimate the supremum of the error in x-variables in terms of the L 1 norm in Bloch variables. Via this approach we avoid working with high order terms in the asymptotics.
We use the following assumptions. (A1) k p1q , . . . , k pN q P B and n 1 , . . . , n N P N are such that pn 1 , k p1q q, . . . , pn N , k pNare pairwise distinct and ω n j pk pjq q, j " 1, . . . , N are eigenvalues of of (1.7) with ω n 1 pk p1" ω n 2 pk p2"¨¨¨" ω n N pk pN" ω 0 P R.
If k pj 1 q " k pj 2 q "¨¨¨" k pj I q for some tj 1 , . . . , j I u Ă t1, . . . , N u, then the corresponding eigenfunctions p n j 1 px, k pj 1, . . . , p n j I px,
ř mm "´m˚a m e il pmq¨x , where m˚P N, the vectors l pmq P R d , m "´m˚, . . . , m˚are pairwise distinct, and a´m " a m , l p´mq "´l pmq for all m P t0, 1, . . . , m˚u.
for all k in a neighborhood of k pjq . For a P R we denote by ras the smallest integer larger than or equal to a.
Note that if at each k pjq the eigenvalue ω n j pk pjis simple, then (1.4) holds automatically, see [13, Sec. VII.2] .
The potential εW is introduced in order to linearly couple the modes of the ansatz (1.2). In detail, two modes e ik pjq¨x p n j px, k pjand e ik pjq¨x p nj px, k pjwith j,j P t1, . . . , N u are coupled if 
Then there are constants c ą 0 and ε 0 ą 0, such that if up¨, 0q " u app p¨, 0q with u app given by (1.2), then for all ε P p0, ε 0 q the solution u of (1.1) satisfies upx, tq Ñ 0 as |x| Ñ 8 and
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 1.1 we review the Bloch eigenvalue problem and provide a brief formal derivation of the CMEs (1.3). In Sec. 2 an asymptotic approximation of standing (time harmonic) gap solitons of the CMEs is constructed for frequencies in a spectral gap and asymptotically close to the spectrum. Sec. 3 studies the dispersion relation and the gap structure of CMEs with N odd and N " 2, 4 and finds that for d ě 2 a necessary condition for the existence of a standing gap soliton is N P t4, 6, 8, . . . u. An example with a gap for N " 4 is produced and in Sec. 4 a standing gap soliton is found numerically. The question of moving gap solitons is addressed in Sec. 5. It is shown that for d ě 2 and N ď 4 no spectral gap is present in the CMEs in moving frame variables. Finally, Sec. 6 presents a proof of Theorem 1, i.e. a rigorous justification of CMEs (1.3) as amplitude equations for (1.1).
1.1. The Band Structure and a Formal Derivation of the Coupled Mode Equations. The bounded elementary solutions of the linear part of (1.1) at ε " 0 are the Bloch waves
where pω n pkq, p n px, kqq, n P N are eigenpairs of the Bloch eigenvalue problem (1.7) Lpx, kqp n px, kq " ω n pkqp n px, kq, x P T,
The graph pk, ω n pkqq nPN is called the band structure. The eigenfunctions p n p¨, kq are automatically 2π-periodic in each coordinate. Because of the self-adjointness of Lp¨, kq the eigenfunction sequence pp n p¨, kqq nPN can be chosen L 2 pTq-orthonormal. We have the following asymptotics of the eigenvalues. There exist constants c 1 , c 2 ą 0 such that for all n P N, k P B
, see [12, p.55] . The group velocity of the Bloch wave (1.6) is ∇ω n pkq, which has got also the following integral representation obtained by differentiating (1.7) in k ∇ω n pkq "´2xp∇`ikqp n p¨, kq, p n p¨, kqy L 2 pTq .
For the operator´∆`V : [8] . Figure 1 shows the band structure k Þ Ñ pω n pkqq nPN (with k P B) for the example V pxq " cospx 1 q cospx 2 q. Only the first six eigenvalues k Þ Ñ ω n pkq, n " 1, . . . , 6 are plotted. To illustrate the asymptotic ansatz (1.2), we choose the example N " 4 with k p1q " p´0.2,´0.4q, k p2q " p0.2,´0.4q, k p3q "´k p1q , k p4q "´k p2q and n 1 "¨¨¨" n 4 " 4. With the potential V pxq " cospx 1 q cospx 2 q we have ω 0 :" ω 4 pk p1"¨¨¨" ω 4 pk p4« 0.9942. The points k p1q and k p2q are marked in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 2 (a) we plot |p 1 |, where p j :" p n j p¨, k pjq q, j " 1, . . . , 4. The other Bloch functions are related by p 2 pxq " p 1 p´x 1 , x 2 q, p 3 " p 1 and p 4 " p 2 . Finally, Fig. 2 (b) shows |u app p¨, 0q| for the above setting and with A 1 pX, 0q "¨¨¨" A 4 pX, 0q " e´| X| 2 , ε " 0.12. Figure 1 . The band structure of (1.6) for V pxq " cospx 1 q cospx 2 q. The points pk p1q , ω 0 q and pk p2q , ω 0 q are marked by red dots. The points k p3q and k p4q satisfy k p3q "´k p1q and k p4q "´k p2q .
(a) The modulus of the approximate ansatz u app p¨, 0q for N " 4, the points k pjq , j " 1, . . . , 4 as in Fig. (1) , ε " 0.12, and A 1 pX, 0q "¨¨¨" A 4 pX, 0q " e´| X| 2 .
Ansatz (1.2) for an approximate waves-packet uses N elementary Bloch waves as carriers. Due to the slow dependence on x of the envelope A j pεx, εtq the ansatz is concentrated in the Bloch variable k near the points k " k p1q , . . . , k pN q , see Sec. 6 for the definition of Bloch variables. In the formal derivation of the CMEs (1.3) we plug (1.2) in (1.1) and collect terms of (formally) equal orders of ε. All Opε 1{2 q terms vanish due to the fact that pω 0 , p j q are eigenpairs of (1.7) at k " k pjq , j " 1, . . . , N . At Opε 3{2 q both the nonlinearity and the term εW u app contribute. We consider in the formal part only terms proportional to e ik pjq¨x , j " 1, . . . , N times a 2πZ dperiodic function, i.e. only terms concentrated in the Bloch variable near k pjq , j " 1 . . . , N . For each j P t1, . . . , N u we get 
Asymptotic Construction of Gap Solitons of CMEs
As explained in the introduction, one of the motivations for studying CMEs is the possible existence of gap solitons. When inserted into u app gap solitons generate nearly solitary wavepackets of (1.1). Standing solitary waves of CMEs are of the form ApX, T q " e´i ΩT BpXq, where B is spatially localized and satisfies
where
For Ω R specpL CME q but asymptotically near a spectral edge an approximation via nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) asymptotics is possible. These asymptotics require that the dispersion relation is locally (near the spectral edge) of a parabolic shape. Next, we provide a formal derivation of the asymptotic expansion in order to use this in a numerical construction of a standing gap soliton ApX, T q " e´i ΩT BpXq. The spectrum specpL CME q is given by the range of Ω : R d Ñ R as a solution of the dispersion relation, i.e. of ΩpKq P specpL CME piKqq, K P R d .
Let us denote the N eigenpairs of
ΩpKq ηpKq " L CME piKq ηpKq
We make the following assumptions (A1 CME ) Ω˚:" Ω j 0 pK 0 q P BpspecpL CMEfor some j 0 P t1, . . . , N u,
The vanishing of ∇Ω j 0 pK 0 q is automatic as the edge is an extremal value of Ω j 0 . Note that (A3 CME ) implies that the extremum of Ω j 0 pKq at K " K 0 is isolated and (A2 CME ) impies that K Þ Ñ Ω j 0 pKq is analytic at K 0 . Our asymptotic ansatz for a gap soliton at Ω " Ω˚`ε 2 λ, 0 ă ε ! 1, is a slowly varying envelope εCpεXq modulating the plane wave e iK 0¨X η pj 0 q pK 0 q. We define the ansatz in Fourier variables as:
where the scalar λ " Op1q and the envelope C : R d Ñ R are to be determined. Inserting Ω and B ans into (2.1), we obtain the residual
is the coefficient of the nonlinearity component parallel to η pj 0 q pKq, and
is the orthogonal part. We expand
The Opε 1´d q part of the residual then vanishes. Note that both β and x N K p B ans q are Opε 3´d q. In order to make the Opε 3´d q part of the residual component parallel to η pj 0 q pKq vanish, we set
This effective equation for C is not very practical due to the complicated structure of β. However, if we replace in β the vector η pj 0 q pK 0`ε κq by η pj 0 q pK 0 q, we formally arrive at βpκq "
where Γ :" η pj 0 q pK 0 q T N p η pj 0 q pK 0 qq. The above replacement can be shown to generate only higher order terms in the residual.
The orthogonal component
x N K p B ans q of the Opε 3´d q part of the residual can be eliminated by adding to the ansatz B ans the correction term ε 3´d pQpL CME´Ω˚q Qq´1 x N K p B ans q with Q :" χ B ε 1{2 pK 0 q pKqpI´P q, P v :" pη pj 0 q pKq T vqη pj 0 q pKq. The invertibility of QpL CME´Ω˚q Q follows for ε ą 0 small enough from assumption (A2 CME ). We do not employ this extended ansatz here as the leading order asymptotics suffice as an initial guess for our numerical computation of the solution B of (2.1).
Based on the above asymptotics one expects that under assumptions (A1 CME )-(A3 CME ) the ansatz B ans with a localized solution C :
3) provides an approximation of a localized solution of (2.1). This can be made rigorous using a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction argument. we refrain from this analysis here. In the following section we inspect whether assumptions (A1 CME )-(A3 CME ) can be satisfied for N " 2, 3, 4.
CMEs for N Linearly Resonant Modes with N " 2, 3, 4
We consider the perturbed PNLS (1.1) with W in (A4). We study the dispersion relation K Þ Ñ ΩpKq of the resulting CMEs, where K P R d is the dual variable to X with respect to the Fourier transform. A gap in the range of Ω is then a spectral gap of the corresponding spatial operator, i.e. of L CME p∇q. We concentrate on the existence of a spectral gap as one can typically expect the existence of standing solitary waves ApX, T q " e´i ΩT BpXq with an (exponentially) localized B, a solution of Ω B´L CME p∇q B` N p Bq " 0, for Ω R specpL CME p∇qq.
Two modes
This is because only for An example of a simple W leading generically to κ 11 , κ 22 , κ 12 ‰ 0 is W pxq " 2 cosppk p1qḱ p2q q¨xq`1. In that case is
In general, the dispersion relation K Þ Ñ ΩpKq of (3.1) is given by
g and p 2 " p 1 due to the band structure symmetry ωpkq " ωp´kq and the fact that at most two Bloch waves exist for each frequency ω 0 . Then κ 11 " κ 22 P R and thus
such that there is the spectral gap p´κ 11´| κ 12 |,´κ 11`| κ 12 |q. In the one dimensional case CMEs (3.1) with v g q and the frequency Ω P p´κ 11´| κ 12 |,´κ 11`| κ 12 |q, see [2] . In the general case (with an spectral gap) solitary waves can be constructed numerically, see [5] .
For d ě 2 we show that a gap exists only if v p1q g and v p2q g are linearly dependent and point in opposite directions. The non-existence of a gap is equivalent to the solvability of (3.2) in K P R d for all Ω P R. Writing K " ρj with ρ P R and j P R d , |j| " 1, we pose this as a problem in ρ for fixed Ω P R and j P R d . For the non-existence of a gap there must be for each Ω P R at least one direction j such that a real solution ρ exists. Assuming j¨v
We write j¨v plq g " |v plq g | cospθ l q, l " 1, 2 with θ l P r´π{2, π{2s. A real ρ exists if and only if
g with α ą 0) and cospθ 1 q ‰´cospθ 2 q. In the former case (3.4) simplifies tõ
Hence, there is the spectral gap´κ
Note that due to the continuous dependence of the solution ρ on j, the excluded directions with j¨v are linearly independent (i.e. | cospθ 1 q| ‰ | cospθ 2 q|), then one can always choose j such that cospθ 1 q and cospθ 2 q have equal signs leading to a non-positive right hand side of (3.4). Hence there is at least one direction in which (3.4) holds such that no spectral gap exists. Figure 3 (a) shows Ω " ΩpKq for the case d " 2, κ 11 " κ 22 " 0, κ 12 " κ 21 " 1, and v p1q g " p0, 1q, v p2q g " p1, 0q. The shape of the dispersion relation graph Ω " ΩpKq near the edge of a spectral gap is important for the asymptotic construction of solutions in Sec. 2. Namely, the construction is based on a Taylor expansion of the band structure near an isolated localized extremum. For N " 2 and v p1q g "´αv p2q g , α ą 0 there is no isolated extremum of ΩpKq at the spectral edges. This follows from (3.3), where the square root vanishes at both edges and the values of ρpθ 1 q for θ 1 P r0, π{2q span a whole interval. From (3.3) one namely gets ρ "
? α|κ 12 |q`κ 11´α κ 22 ‰ . This effectively one dimensional shape of the dispersion relation reflects the fact that with linearly dependent v p1q g and v p2q g the CMEs (2.1) both have the derivative in the same direction. Hence, the existence of solitary waves localized in all directions cannot be expected.
Figure 3 (b) shows Ω " ΩpKq for the case d " 2, N " 2, κ 11 " κ 22 " 0, κ 12 " κ 21 " 1, and v p1q g "´v p2q g " p1, 1q.
3.2.
Odd number of modes: N P 2N`1. First, we note that three (or more) linearly independent modes at one frequency ω 0 are possible only for d ě 2.
We interpret the dispersion relation detpL CME piKq´ΩI NˆN q " 0 as an algebraic equation in ρ :" |K| for a given direction K{|K| P R d and a given Ω P R. Because L CME piKq is a Hermitian matrix for each K, the determinant of L CME piKq´ΩI NˆN is real for each K. Hence, for odd 1 AND LISA WAHLERS N the dispersion relation is an algebraic equation of odd degree with real coefficients such that it has a real root for each Ω P R. This implies the absence of spectral gaps for N P 2N`1.
3.3. Four modes: N " 4. We do not attempt to prove the existence of a gap for the general system (1.3) with N " 4. Instead we show that in two dimensions (d " 2) under a simple condition on κ a gap exists in the following symmetric case (3.5)
g ": w, κ 12 " κ 34 ": α 1 , κ 14 " κ 32 ": α 2 , κ 13 " κ 42 ": α 3 , κ jj " 0, j " 1, . . . , 4, with α j P C, j " 1, 2, 3. We also assume the linear independence of v and w.
A simple example for which these symmetries hold is
with l 1 ‰ 0, l 2 ‰ 0, n 1 "¨¨¨" n 4 ": n˚, with a simple eigenvalue ω n˚p k pjfor each j " 1, . . . , 4 , and with
After the transformation
where Ap¨, T q " A 1 pϕp¨q, T q. The dispersion relation of (3.6) is given by
where pK ξ , K η q is the dual variable to pξ, ηq.
For Ω " 0 and pK ξ , K η q P R 2 the left hand side of this equation is larger than or equal to |α 1 | 4 . The right hand side is smaller than or equal to
As a result there is a spectral gap around 0 for (3.6) if
For a slightly less general case of the matrix κ this gap was found already in [3] . Figure 4 shows an example of the dispersion relation of (1.3) with N " 4 and (3.5) featuring a spectral gap. The plot in Fig 4 suggests that assumptions (A1 CME )-(A3 CME ) are satisfied at the lower edge and κ given in (3.5), and α 1 " 3, α 2 " α 3 " 1, v " p0, 1q, w " p1, 0q.
of the spectral gap with K 0 :" p0, 0q
T . In Sec. 4 we compute corresponding solitary waves.
Numerical Example of Standing Solitary Waves of the CMEs
In order to compute standing solitary waves ApX, tq " e´i ΩT BpXq, we perform a fixed point iteration on (2.1) starting with the initial guess given by (2.2) with a localized solution C of (2.3). The fixed point iteration of (2.1) is performed using the Petviashvili iteration [15, 1] in Fourier variables because standard finite difference or finite element discretizations of (2.1) lead to spurious checkerboard oscillations caused by the decoupling of even and odd nodes-an effect referred to as Fermion doubling in the physics literature, see e.g. Sec. 5 in [11] .
To find a localized solution C of (2.3), we first compute a radially symmetric Cpyq " C rad pρq with ρ :" |y| of (2.3) with D 2 η pj 0 q replaced by µI, e.g. with µ :" 2 Ω pj 0 q pK 0 q. We use the shooting method for the computation of C rad . Then we perform a parameter continuation in order to deform C rad to a solution of (2.3). Hence, the algorithm is 1) shooting method for a solution C rad of (4.1)
with C rad pρq Ñ 0 as ρ Ñ 8 2) parameter continuation in the parameter ν P r0, 1s (starting at ν " 0 and terminating at ν " 1) on equation (2.3) with D 2 η pj 0 q replaced by µI`νpD 2 η pj 0 q´µ Iq; finite difference discretization in the x-variable, 3) evaluation of (2.2) with C from the previous step at ν " 1 and with a chosen (small) ε ą 0, 4) Petviashvili iteration on (2.1) with Ω " Ω˚`ε 2 α using the initial guess given by (2.2), 5) parameter continuation in the parameter Ω from Ω˚`ε 2 α to the desired value of Ω in the spectral gap of L CME (Petviashvili iteration at each continuation step). Example 1. We consider the two dimensional (d " 2) case with N " 4 and with the symmetries (3.5). The parameters are chosen like in Figure 4 , i.e. α 1 " 3, α 2 " α 3 " 1, v " p0, 1q, w " p1, 0q. The spectral gap is approximately p´1, 3q. We let Ω˚be the lower edge, i.e. Ω˚« 1. Using the notation of Sec. 2, it is Ω˚" Ω j 0 pK 0 q with j 0 " 2, K 0 " 0, η pj 0 q pK 0 q " 1 2 p´1,´1, 1, 1q T . A numerical approximation via finite differences yields
In Figure 5 (a) we plot the radial profile of the radially symmetric solution C rad of the NLS. Because D 2 Ω j 0 pK 0 q is a multiple of the identity, it is C " C rad . Figure 5 (b) shows the first component of the asymptotic ansatz (2.2) with ε " 0.1. Due to K 0 " 0 and the realness of C it is B ans : R 2 Ñ R 4 . Moreover, due to the form of η pj 0 q pK 0 q we have B ans,1 " B ans,2 "´B ans,3 " B ans,4 . Figure 5 (c) shows the numerically computed (via the Petviashvili iteration) solution B at Ω " Ω˚`ε 2 "´0.99. Only B 1 and B 3 are plotted since the computed solution satisfies B 2 " B 1 , B 4 " B 3 . In Figure 6 we plot the components B 1 and B 3 of the solution to (2.1) at Ω "´0.8 obtained by a parameter continuation in Ω from Ω˚`ε 2 . During the continuation the symmetry B 1 " B 2 "´B 3 "´B 4 seems to break. Also note that the solution at Ω "´0.8 is far from radially symmetric.
Moving Gap Solitons
An important feature of the CMEs in one dimension (d " 1) is the existence of a whole family of solitary waves parametrized by their velocity. It is natural to ask whether this holds also for d ą 1. As explained in the introduction, the equal ε´scaling of t and x in the asymptotic ansatz for a waves-packet of the PNLS would (in the affirmative case) imply that nearly solitary waves of the PNLS exist with a whole range of velocities. However, as we show next, for N ď 4 and the most natural ansatz there seem to be no moving solitary waves in spectral gaps.
The simplest ansatz for a moving solitary wave of the time dependent CMEs (1.3) is ApX, T q " e´i Ω pvq T B pvq pX´vT q with some v P R d , Ω pvq P R, and some localized B pvq :
The corresponding dispersion relation is given by K Þ Ñ Ω pvq pKq, where
An exponentially localized B pvq is expected in spectral gaps, i.e. for Ω pvq P Rz Y 
Rξq. Hence, in this case, there is no spectral gap of (5.1). A natural approach to constructing moving solitary waves is a parameter continuation from standing solitary waves (i.e. those with v " 0). Based on the discussion in Sec. 3 we do not expect (exponentially) localized solitary waves for N ď 3 and d ě 2. For N " 4 and d " 2 Example 1 provides a setting with a spectral gap and standing solitary waves. Unfortunately, for N " 4 and the symmetric case (3.5) (satisfied by Example 1) the above mentioned horizontal asymptotics of the dispersion relation graph are always satisfied: Lemma 2. Let N " 4, d " 2 and let (3.5) be satisfied. Then for each γ P Rzp´|α 1 |, |α 1 |q there exists a direction θ P p´π, πs and j P t1, . . . , 4u such that Ω j ppr cospθq, r sinpθÑ γ as r Ñ 8.
Proof. Writing K ξ " r cospθq and K η " r sinpθq with r ą 0, θ P p´π, πs, the lemma is proved if the dispersion relation (3.7) has a solution θ P p´π, πs for each |Ω| ě |α 1 | and for all r ą 0 large enough. Dispersion relation (3.7) can be rewritten aś
For r large a real solution θ clearly exists if and only if |Ω| ě |α 1 |. l Figure 4 shows that for Example 1 the eigenvalue Ω p0q 3 pKq converges to the constant α 1 " 3 (the upper gap edge) along two lines in R 2 . In Figure 7 we plot the dispersion relation pK, Ω pvq pKqq for the velocity v " p1, 1q T . Clearly, no gap occurs.
Justification of CMEs (1.3) as Amplitude Equations
In this section we prove Theorem 1. This provides a rigorous justification of the CMEs (1.3) as amplitude equations for waves-packets approximated by the formal ansatz (1.2).
In theorem 1 the functionsÂ j are Fourier transformations of A j , wherê
with the inverse f pxq "
We first summarize the functional analytic tools and some well known results regarding these. A more detailed presentation can be found, e.g., in [7] . We use the Bloch transformation (6.2)
which is an isomorphism from H s pR d q to L 2 pB, H s pTqq for s ě 0 with the inverse
The following properties hold for all f, g P H s pR d q and 1 ď j ď d, N Q p ď s:
T pf q px, k`e j q " e´i x j T pf qpx, kq, See Lemma 1 in [7] . This L 1 approach is one of the major differences from [9] , where the authors work in the space H s ε , see Sec. 1. Note that our assumption (A3) corresponds to the assumption of a "closed mode system of order 3" in [9] . There, however, the error is estimated by Cε in the H s ε -norm, which produces the estimate Cε 1´d{2 in the L 8 pR d q-norm. For Cε 3{2 , like in Theorem 1, the assumption of a closed mode system of a higher order (i.e. a stricter assumption than (A3)) is needed in [9] . As mentioned above, our approach also prevents us from having to consider high order correction terms in the asymptotic expansion of the solution.
Next, because the eigenfunctions pp n p¨, kqq nPN are complete in L 2 pTq, we define the expansion/diagonalization operator
whereũpx, kq " ř nPN U n pkqp n px, kq, U n pkq " xr up¨, k, tq, p n p¨, kqy L 2 pTq . D is an isomorphism, see Lemma 6 in [7] . Note that } U } X psq :" ş B } U pkq} l 2 s{d dk and
6.1. Choice of an extended ansatz. We return now to the formal asymptotic ansatz (1.2). Applying T , we get
The Gross-Pitaevskii equation (1.1) transforms to piB t´L px, kqqũpx, k, tq´ε Here we have used the fact that for gpxq :" f pxqe il¨x is pT gqpx, kq " pT f qpx, k´lq.
The Bloch transformed residual of u app in the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation is (6.11) The Opε 1{2´d ) terms in T`GPpu app q˘vanish due to the fact that each p j is an eigenfunction of Lp¨, k pjwith the same eigenvalue ω 0 . The nonlinearity term was calculated using straightforward variable transformations in the convolution integrals.
Note that forÂ j pK, T q, j " 1, . . . , N concentrated near K " 0 one can formally approximatê A j pK, T q by χ B ε´1 {2 p0q pKqÂ j pK, T q. We show below in Sec. 6 The residual (6.11) is concentrated (in k) near the points k pjq , j " 1, . . . , N but also near other points in B. These are, firstly, the concentration points of those terms in I, for which k pαq´kpβq`kpγq R tk p1q , . . . , k pN q u`Z d . Secondly, the multiplication of U app by W generates terms with new concentration points, namely when l pmq`kpjq R tk p1q , . . . , k pN q u`Z d for some m P t´m˚, . . . , m˚u, j P t1, . . . , N u. These terms in I and in W u app appear at the leading order and need to be eliminated in order to achieve a small residual. For this we define (6.12)
We also define
Clearly, J is finite. The set J N X J W consists of the new concentration points discussed above. Below we modify the formal ansatz u app to an extended ansatz u ext by including correction terms concentrated near points in J N Y J W . This is done in the U -variables, i.e. after the application of D.
The equation for U is
where for all i, j P N
M pmq ij pkq "´a m xp j p¨, k´l pmq q, p i p¨, kqy T , and (6.15) F j p U , U , U qpkq :"´xσp¨qpũ˚Bũ˚Bũqp¨, k, tq, p j p¨, kqy T , (6.16) and whereũpx, k, tq " ř nPN U n pk, tqp n px, kq.
As advertised above, our extended ansatz must contain terms supported near l P J 0 as well as near every l P J N Y J W . We choose these k´supports compact with the radius ε 1{2 for the terms concentrated near k p1q , . . . , k pN q and consequently with the radius 3ε 1{2 for J N . For simplicity the terms concentrated near l P J W are chosen also with the support of radius 3ε 1{2 because J W X J N is not necessarily empty. Hence, we define the compactly supported envelopes 1 AND LISA WAHLERS 2 A j , j P t1, . . . , N u andÃ n,l , pn, lq P pNˆJqztpn 1 , k p1q q, . . . , pn N , k pNu. The supports are supp´Ã j p¨, T q¯Ă B ε´1 {2 , j " 1, . . . , N, (6.17) supp´Ã n,l p¨, T q¯Ă B 3ε´1 {2 , pn, lq P pNˆJqztpn j , k pj: j " 1, . . . , N u, (6.18) where B r :" B r p0q Ă R d is the ball of radius r ą 0 centered at zero. This leads us to the following extended ansatz. For k P R d , t P R we set
Note that the η-sums ensure the Z d -periodicity of U ext n p¨, tq on R d . Due to the assumption on the supports ofÃ j p¨, T q andÃ n,l p¨, T q, the extended ansatz is supported in compact neighborhoods of the points in J and their Z d -shifts. For the estimate of the residual it is convenient to separate the leading order part of the ansatz. Hence, we set
Here e n is the n´th Euclidean unit vector in R N . Note that U ext,0 p¨, tq is supported in
With the assumption on the supports of the envelopes the η´sums in (6.19) can be reduced to finite sums if we restrict k to the periodicity cell B, i.e. k P B. Let us namely define for any k P B the set (6.20)
Then for eachÃ j´t erm, j " 1, . . . , N , the sum is over η P Z k pjq and for eachÃ n,l´t erm, l P J, n P N, the sum is over η P Z l .
6.2. Estimate of the residual. The residual for the extended ansatz is (6.21)
The most complicated term is the nonlinearity F . However, we need to understand its detailed structure only for the leading order part F p U ext,0 , U ext,0 , U ext,0 q because this generates the nonlinearity in the CMEs. The rest of F will be simply estimated. We have
The Bloch transformation of a function upxq satisfies r s upx, kq " s r upx,´kq. We impose this condition on the ansatzũ ext,0 . This translates to the conditionÃpK, T q "Ãp´K, T q, which is satisfied, in particular, ifÃ is based on the Fourier transform of A, see (6.22) . We get
A direct calculation leads to
pk, tq where
is the set of those indices α, β, γ, for which the convolution term is concentrated at l, f α,β,γ n pk, tq :" e´i
α,β,γ pq, r, s, kq :"´xσp¨qp nα p¨, qqp n β p¨, rqp nγ p¨, sq, p n p¨, kqy T , for q, r, s, k P R d .
We consider the residual separately for pn, kq with n " n j and k near k pjq (or its integer shifts) with j " 1, . . . , N and for other pn, kq P NˆR d . Firstly, for k P B 3ε 1{2 pk pjq q, j " 1, . . . , N we have 
Next, we compare the linear coupling terms. For j, r P t1, . . . , N u let m P t´m˚, . . . , m˚u be such that k prq`lpmq P k pjq`Zd . We rewrite in M pmq n j ,nr pkq the variables as
We define K :" 
For the nonlinearity in the leading order part of Res n j pk, tq with k P B ε 1{2 pk pjwe need to estimate
, T˙Ã β pr´s, T qÃ γ ps, T qb
or each pα, β, γq P Λ k pjq . We write
where (using γ pα,β,γq j " b We estimate }I j p¨, T q} L 1 pB`k pj, j " 1, 2, 3 analogously to [7] . For }I 1 p¨, T q} L 1 pB`k pjwe use the multilinearity of b pn j q and the Lipschitz continuity of the Bloch functions p n px,¨q in (A6).
}I 2,3 p¨, T q} L 1 pB`k pjare small due to the decay of p A j p¨, T q, namely due to
for any a, ν ą 0. One obtains (6.26)
for any ν ą 0. Estimates (6.23),(6.25), and (6.26) ensure that CMEs (1.3) yield a small Res n j pk, tq, j " 1, . . . , N for k in a vicinity of k pjq`Zd . The rest of the leading order part of Res is made small by a suitable choice of the correction termsÃ n,l , n P N, l P J.
2 for all l P J if n P Nztn 1 , . . . , n N u, and all l P J such that pn j , lq R I 0 if n " n j , j " 1, . . . , N . Note that in (6.27) is |ω 0´ωn pkq| ą cn 2{d , n P N with some c ą 0. For n P tn 1 , . . . , n N u this holds because pn, lq ‰ pn j , k pjand k P B 3ε 1{2 plq, and the growth in n is guaranteed by (1.8) .
Combining now (6.23),(6.25), and (6.26), we have (6.28)
Thus it remains to estimate the h.o.t.. The n-th component ph.o.t.q n pk, tq consists of a (finite) sum over l of the terms ε 5{2´d B TÃn,l`k´l ε , T˘e´i and of ε ř mPt´m˚,...,m˚u pM pmq pkq for all o, r, s, k P 2B and q P N X p d 4 , 8q if σ P H 2q pTq. The required H 2q -regularity of the Bloch waves p n j p¨, kq, j " 1, . . . , N is satisfied if V P H µ pTq, µ ą 2q`d´2, see Lemma 3 in [7] . We obtain
For the nonlinear terms in h.o.t. we use the algebra property
if s ą d{2, see Lemma 2 in [7] . This yields, for instance (6.32)
To make inequalities (6.30) and (6.32) useful, it remains to estimate } #» U ext,0 p¨, tq} X psq and
. In (6.34) we used σ P H 2q pTq and V P H µ pTq, µ ą 2q`d´2, similarly to above, in order to get the decay in n. 1 } #» U ext,1 p¨, tq} X psq is estimated in (6.34). The remaining two contributions are estimated in a complete analogy to Lemma 10 in [7] . We get
1{2`ν{2 } p A j p¨, T q} L 1 ν pR dfor any ν ą 0 using the Lipschitz continuity |xp n j p¨, k pjq q, p n j p¨, k pjq q´p n j p¨, kqy L 2 pTq | ď L|k´k pjq | guaranteed by (A6).
Finally, (6.36) }pU app n p¨, tqq nPNztn 1 ,...,n N u } X psq ď c˜ε , 8q, V P H a pTq, a ą 2q`d´2. This estimate uses the Lipschitz continuity of p n j px,¨q, the growth of the eigenvalues ω n , and the fact }L q pkqp n 0 p¨, kή q} L 2 pTq ď c|η| 2q . For details see Lemma 10 in [7] .
The factor ε 1{2`2d in the Lemma comes from (6.36) and β ą 2q`d, q ą s{2`d{4, s ą d{2, which implies β ą 2d. l
Let us consolidate the regularity assumptions needed in the proof of Theorem 1. The estimates are performed in X psq, s ą d{2. The residual estimate (6.35) and Lemma 3 requireÂ j P Cpr0, T 0 s, L 
